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The Impact of Advanced Analytics and Data Accuracy on Operational Performance:  
A Contingent Resource Based Theory (RBT) Perspective 

 
 

Abstract 
 
 

This study is interested in the impact of two specific business analytic (BA) resources—
accurate manufacturing data and advanced analytics—on a firms’ operational performance. The 
use of advanced analytics, such as mathematical optimization techniques, and the importance of 
manufacturing data accuracy have long been recognized as potential organizational resources or 
assets for improving the quality of manufacturing planning and control and of a firms’ overall 
operational performance. This research adopted a contingent resource based theory (RBT), 
suggesting that the moderating and mediating role of fact-based SCM initiatives as 
complementary resources. This research proposition was tested using Global Manufacturing 
Research Group (GMRG) survey data and was analyzed using partial least squares/structured 
equation modeling. The research findings shed light on the critical role of fact-based SCM 
initiatives as complementary resources, which moderate the impact of data accuracy on 
manufacturing planning quality and mediate the impact of advanced analytics on operational 
performance. The implication is that the impact of business analytics for manufacturing is 
contingent on contexts, specifically, the use of fact-based SCM initiatives such as TQM, JIT, and 
statistical process control. Moreover, in order for manufacturers to take advantage of the use of 
data and analytics for better operational performance, complementary resources such as fact-
based SCM initiatives must be combined with BA initiatives focusing on data quality and 
advanced analytics. 
 
 
Keywords: Supply Chain Analytics, Data Accuracy, SCM Initiatives, Moderating Effect, 
Mediating Effect 
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The Impact of Advanced Analytics and Data Accuracy on Operational Performance:  
A Contingent Resource Based Theory (RBT) Perspective 

 
1. Introduction 

 
There is growing interest in the use of data and advanced analytics for various 

types of business problems (Delen et al. 2012; Turban et al. 2011). Business Analytics 

(BA) is an umbrella industry term referring to the application of a broad range of 

analytical techniques and methods and data-driven analytic methodologies to different 

business domains.  The 2011 annual Gartner survey of IT executives shows that BA is #1 

in CIOs’ top ten priorities (Thibodeau 2012). Anecdotal evidence and industry press 

suggest a strong positive relationship between the use of BA and organizational and 

financial performance (Davenport et al. 2007; Informs 2013). There has long been 

interest in BA in manufacturing (and supply chain), where it is expected to make  

significant contributions (Brown et al. 2011; Davenport et al. 2011). Recent studies 

investigating the role and impact of BA for supply chain management indicate that the 

use of analytics is positively associated with firm performance (O'Dwyer et al. 2011; 

Trkman et al. 2010).  

This study is interested in the impact of two specific BA resources—accurate 

manufacturing data and advanced analytics—on manufacturers’ operational performance. 

The use of advanced analytics, such as mathematical optimization techniques (Shapiro 

2007; Singh 2003), and the importance of manufacturing data accuracy (Dionne et al. 

2011; Huner et al. 2011), have been recognized as potential organizational resources or 

assets for improving the quality of manufacturing planning and control (MPC) and a 

firms’ overall operational performance.  

This study takes a contingent resource based theory (RBT) perspective, 

suggesting that the impact of primary resources on firm performance is contingent upon 

complementary resources. What resources are primary is context dependent. In the IS 

literature, for example, ITs are treated as primary resources (e.g., Luo et al. 2012). In the 

BA contexts, data and analytics are discussed as two most important elements (Davenport 

et al. 2011; Delen et al. 2012; O'Dwyer et al. 2011; Sharma et al. 2010). Thus, advanced 

analytics and accurate manufacturing data are considered two “primary” resources for the 

use of BA for manufacturing. Complementary resources are those that are expected to 
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interact with and increase the value of the primary resources (c.f. Ennen et al. 2010). Our study 

considers SCM initiatives or programs as complementary resources. By SCM initiatives, we 

consider such programs as JIT, TQM, and statistical process control, which are aiming for 

improving operational efficiency through analytical performance improvement techniques and 

methods. SCM initiatives are considered “complementary” since they are expected to be 

interacting with and further increasing the value of manufacturing data and analytics. 

The primary research goal is to investigate the role of those complementary resources by 

testing the mediating and moderating effect of SCM initiatives in the impact of primary 

resources (advanced analytics and manufacturing data accuracy) on operational performance. 

The study uses the data of 533 samples from Global Manufacturing Research Group (GMRG) 

survey (Whybark et al. 2009), and employs structured equation modeling (SEM)-partial least 

squares (PLS) to test the premises. In addition, we conduct a multi-group analysis using three 

subsample groups depending on firm sizes (small, medium, and large).  

The study obtains several important findings. First, high data accuracy improves the 

perceived quality of manufacturing-related plans (e.g., material, inventory, shop floor), which is 

positively associated with operational performance. Second, the impact of data accuracy is 

moderated by the use of SCM initiatives. This implies that, while there is much discussion in the 

literature about the importance of data accuracy, its impact is contingent upon how extensively 

SCM initiatives, such as JIT, TQM, and statistical process control, are deployed. Third, the use 

of advanced analytics positively influences operational performance, but its impact is indirect 

and transmitted through those SCM initiatives. Fourth, a multi-group analysis indicates that there 

are no significant differences in path coefficients in the PLS model with different sub-sample 

groups depending on firm sizes.  

The research questions and findings are important, since interest in using data and 

manufacturing analytics for organizational competitiveness, and the relevant investments, is 

growing among manufacturers. The research findings imply that, in order for manufacturers to 

take advantage of the use of data and manufacturing analytics for better operational performance, 

SCM initiatives must be considered an integral part of the firm’s investment in BA initiatives. 

  
2. Background 
 
2.1. A Contingent Resource-Based Theory 
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The resource-based theory (RBT) states that organizational resources or assets 

vary across firms and they differentiate firms’ performance and competitive advantage 

(Barney 1991). RBT has been one of the most prominent and powerful theories in the 

business literature (Barney et al. 2011). In the literature, there are numerous examples of 

organizational resources, which include enterprise information systems, knowledge 

representations and processes, and organizational information (Holsapple et al. 2012; 

Kim et al. 2012; Luo et al. 2012). Studies have tried to explain why some resources are 

effective in certain contexts, but not in others. For example, while IT has been recognized 

in the literature as an important resource, empirical results have been mixed regarding the 

impact of IT on firms’ performance and competitive advantage (Wade et al. 2004). In 

response, recent studies include contingent variables or complementary resources as 

necessary elements in their research model (Aragon-Correa et al. 2003; Brush et al. 1999; 

Harrison et al. 2001). After reviewing IS research using RBT, Wade and Hulland (2004) 

noted that “resources rarely act alone in creating or sustaining competitive advantage” (p. 

123). This leads to paying attention to the role of other resources or complementary 

resources, which are linked to primary resources in creating sustainable business value. It 

is expected that there are synergies from primary and complementary resources (Melville 

et al. 2004). For example, Kim et al. (2012) considered information resources, analytical 

and operational capabilities, and human resources as organizational resources, and their 

study suggested integrating them as a critical factor for CRM success. 

As to the role of complementary resources in this synergy-making process, some 

studies have proposed a moderating effect of complementary resources (Wade et al. 

2004). In this line, Luo et al. (2012) considered IT infrastructure, enterprise information 

systems, and financial resources as firms’ resources for improving organizational 

capabilities, including operational efficiency. The impact of IT assets (IT infrastructure 

and enterprise information systems) on organizational capabilities is moderated by 

financial resources: the positive impact of IT assets on organizational capabilities is 

stronger when firms possess greater financial assets. In addition, mediation has been 

suggested as another potential role of complementary resources (Kohli et al. 2008). For 

example, IT and organizational structure as resources positively affect new product 
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performance. This process is translated through a mediator or a contingent variable, such as 

cross-functional integration (Chen 2007). Thus, an RBT-based research model could benefit 

from considering contingent variables as potential moderators and/or mediators. 

  
2.2. A Contingent RBT for Analytics  
 

By applying the concept of contingent RBT into studying the role of business analytics, 

this study focuses on the effects of data accuracy and advanced analytics. When a contingent 

RBT is applied in studying the role of business analytics for manufacturing, the focus is on the 

use of advanced analytics and manufacturing data accuracy. Business analytics is defined as “the 

extensive use of data, statistical and quantitative analysis, explanatory and predictive models, 

and fact-based management to drive decision and actions” (Davenport et al. 2007, p. 7). Thus, 

data accuracy and advanced analytics could be two primary resources. The value of quality data 

is well recognized in the literature (Redman 1995). “You can’t be analytical without data, and 

you can’t be really good at analytics without really good data” (emphasis added) (Davenport et 

al. 2010, p. 23). There is much promise from using advanced analytics (e.g., mathematical 

optimization) for manufacturing firms (Chae et al. 2013; O'Dwyer et al. 2011; Singh 2003). This 

would result in a research model testing the direct impact of data accuracy and advanced 

analytics on manufacturers’ operational performance. However, this approach may find it 

difficult to explain why some resources are more or less effective in certain situations. 

Thus, our research model considers a set of complementary resources, which represent 

SCM initiatives, such as JIT, TQM, and statistical process control. These increasingly popular 

SCM programs are examples of fact-based management initiatives in manufacturing firms 

(Kannan et al. 2005; Kaynak et al. 2008; Nair 2006). The premise of a contingent RBT for 

business analytics is that the role of such analytic resources as data accuracy and advanced 

analytics is contingent upon a set of complementary resources. It is expected that when accurate 

data and advanced analytics are complemented with fact-based SCM initiatives, the value of 

accurate data would be realized through improved manufacturing planning quality, and the use of 

advanced analytics can achieve the increase in operational efficiency.  

 
3. Research Model  
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Our research model examines the role of moderation and mediation in the impact 

of accurate manufacturing data and advanced analytics in operational efficiency. First, a 

moderator is defined as a variable that “affects the direction and/or strength of the 

relation between an independent or predictor variable and a dependent or criterion 

variable” (Baron et al. 1986, p. 1174). The idea of moderating effect is related to the 

premise of contingency theory that the effect of X variable on Y variable can be stronger 

or weaker, depending on other factors, which are moderators. A moderator influences the 

strength of the impact of X on Y (Henseler et al. 2010). Thus, it addresses “when” the 

effect occurs (Baron et al. 1986). 

For example, the impact of information content quality and information access 

quality on the use of information in business processes is contingent upon analytical 

decision-making culture, which is a moderator (Popovic et al. 2012). Similarly, the higher 

IS support and business process orientations in an organization, the stronger the impact of 

analytics on organizational performance (Trkman et al. 2010). The effect of supply chain 

analytic IT on organizational performance is contingent upon environmental uncertainty 

(Davis-Sramek et al. 2010).  

In the literature, quality data are considered to be important organizational 

resources or assets (Chae et al. 2013; Redman 1995), impacting organizational 

performance (Forslund et al. 2007; Gorla et al. 2010). Poor data quality is costly, having 

consequences on decision making and operation (Redman 1998). In SCM contexts, data 

is the input to the MPC process. Thus, poor data, which is often characterized by lack of 

information management and of advanced planning IT, can have far-reaching negative 

impacts on manufacturing planning (Gustavsson et al. 2008). On the other hand, accurate 

data is necessary for effective decision making and planning in manufacturing (Dionne et 

al. 2011; Forslund et al. 2007; Gustavsson et al. 2009; Petersen et al. 2005). This leads us 

to posit that quality data is positively associated with the quality of manufacturing 

planning.  Manufacturing planning (and scheduling) significantly influences operational 

performance (De Snoo et al. 2011; Vollmann et al. 2005). Thus, we propose: 

Hypothesis 1: Data accuracy improves manufacturing planning quality, which is 

positively related to operational performance.  
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 We also believe that the positive effect of quality data on manufacturing planning is 

strengthened when SCM initiatives are combined. Data and business processes are closely 

connected: processes use existing data and also create new data (Redman 1995). Thus, there is an 

interactional effect of data and process improvement on manufacturing planning. SCM initiatives 

(e.g., statistical process control) are fact-based, analytical techniques and tools focusing on 

manufacturing process improvement. This leads us to posit that SCM initiatives can be an  

important contingent variable when firms exploit their data for operation. This indicates the 

moderating role of fact-based SCM initiatives or programs. On this basis, our second hypothesis 

is: 

Hypothesis 2: SCM initiatives moderate the impact of data accuracy on manufacturing 

planning quality. 

In addition to the moderating effect, we also expect the role of mediation for those SCM 

initiatives or programs. “A given variable may be said to function as a mediator to the extent that 

it accounts for the relation between” X and Y (Baron et al. 1986, p. 1176). A mediator (M) 

explains “how” or “why” the effect of X occurs on Y (Baron et al. 1986). In other words, a 

mediator is “a pathway for the effect of a predictor on an outcome” (Hopwood 2007, p. 265). 

Testing the existence of mediating effect only makes sense when there is the effect of X 

on Y. When the condition is met, then additional criterion need to be tested for the mediating 

effect to exist. With the inclusion of a mediator variable (M) in the model, it needs to be proven 

that X affects M and M affects Y. Finally, the effect of X on Y, when M is added into the model, 

should be zero or significantly weakened.  

There has been a long tradition of research on the use of analytical tools and techniques 

(e.g., mathematical optimization) for manufacturing (Shapiro 2007). Studies have seen the 

potential of advanced analytics to improve operational performance. Davenport et al. (Davenport 

et al. 2011; Davenport et al. 2007) have described several areas (e.g., inventory management, 

network management) where advanced analytics can benefit companies. Trkman et al.  (2010) 

reported that analytics can support supply chain processes such as plan, source, make, and 

deliver. In this line of research, Sharma et al. (2010) suggested that there may be an indirect 

relationship between analytics and performance, noting that analytics enables manufacturers “to 

apply resources to undertake actions to deliver performance gains and competitive advantage” (p. 
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193). The authors also noted the use of analytics in quality and process improvement 

(Teece et al. 1997), which enhances operational performance.  

On this basis and from a contingent RBT perspective, we expect that the impact 

of advanced analytics on operational performance is mediated through fact-based SCM 

initiatives. SCM initiatives, such as TQM and statistical process control, are fact-based or 

analytical methodologies for process and quality improvement. The implementation and 

effectiveness of those methodologies do not occur in a vacuum. Instead, among others, 

organizations’ analytical capability is considered an enabling condition for the effective 

implementation of those methodologies.  

Hypothesis 3: The positive effect of advanced analytics on operational performance is 

mediated through SCM initiatives. 

A conceptual research model summarizing from the above discussion of 

moderating effect and mediating effect is presented in Figure 1. In addition to these three 

hypotheses based on the review of previous studies, our research will also explore the 

existence of other possible relationships moderated and mediated through SCM 

initiatives1.  

 
 

Figure 1. A Conceptual Research Model 
 
4. Research Methodology 
 
4.1. Data Source  

                                                            
1 We thank an anonymous reviewer for suggesting this. We acknowledge that this has led to offering additional 
insights, which are reported in Sections 5.2 and 6. 
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The data were a sub-sample of the Round IV GMRG data collection effort. The Global 

Manufacturing Research Group (GMRG) (www.gmrg.org) is an international community of 

researchers studying the improvement of manufacturing supply chains worldwide. The GMRG 

consists of leading international academic researchers from over 20 countries. These researchers 

developed the GMRG survey instrument to understand manufacturing and supply chain practices 

around the world. This survey instrument facilitates a global comparison of the effectiveness of 

manufacturing and supply chain practices (Whybark et al. 2009) . Since 1985, the GMRG has 

completed three rounds of the worldwide survey and is currently completing the fourth round. 

The survey questionnaires for all countries were translated and back-translated by several 

academic researchers.  

This study uses the data from the Round 4.0 GMRG Survey, with 533 samples from 15 

countries and 14 industry classifications (See Appendix Table A.1 for distribution statistics). The 

GMRG questionnaire consists of two parts (Whybark et al. 2009). The first part is the 

background section on company demographics, manufacturing practices, competitive goals, and 

internal performance. The second part contains four optional modules addressing specific 

management issues: Manufacturing Information Systems MIS), Outsourcing, Purchasing, and 

Forecasting. Among them, the background section, the MIS module, and the Outsourcing 

module provide specific information pertaining to the research objectives of this study, such as 

data accuracy, data analysis, quality of manufacturing planning, operational performance, 

organizational processes, and business analytics. The survey questionnaire was previously 

validated in many studies published in top journals, including Journal of Operations 

Management, Decision Sciences, among others. The breadth and depth of the data indicate the 

generalizability of the results (Bunge 1967; Wacker 1998), and there have been many studies 

using this data set, published in top-tier journals. 

 
4.2. Constructs 
 
 The research design includes five constructs. Data accuracy (DA) and advanced analytics 

(AA) are constructed related to two primary resources of business analytics for manufacturing. 

SCM initiatives (SCI) serve as a construct of moderator and mediator representing 
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complementary resources. Manufacturing planning quality (MPQ) and operational performance 

(OP) are two dependent constructs (see Appendix B for further details). 

Data accuracy (DA): Data is key for manufacturing-related decision making and 

planning (Shang et al. 2008). There are diverse sets of production and supply chain 

planning data required for planning, including inventory records (Dionne et al. 2011). 

Data accuracy is measured by survey assessed accuracy level of three types of data: 

inventory records, plants’ bills of material, and routings. 

Advanced analytics (AA): This AA construct is a measure for how analytical a 

firm becomes in manufacturing-related decisions. There are different measurements for 

assessing the level of analytical capabilities of a manufacturer in previous studies 

(Trkman et al. 2010). For example, Davis-Sramek et al. (2010) used the level of 

analytical IT use. We consider three methods as primary ways for data analysis: 

experience, statistical methods, and mathematical optimization. These three methods 

represent three levels of advanced analytics (experience as basic; statistical methods as 

intermediate; mathematical optimization as advanced).  

SCM initiatives or programs (SCI): The literature shows that manufacturers have 

adopted diverse process and quality programs to improve operational performance. These 

programs tend to be fact-based, in that manufacturing data are used for performance 

evaluation and control (Kannan et al. 2005; Kaynak et al. 2008; Nair 2006). In this study, 

SCI is represented by the extent of organizational investment in three such practices: just 

in time, total quality management, and statistical process control.  

Manufacturing planning quality (MPQ): The quality of manufacturing planning is 

important for improving operational performance. Perceived quality of manufacturing 

planning is used in this study. MPQ is measured by the extent of satisfaction on five 

types of manufacturing planning: material planning, inventory control, labor planning, 

shop floor control, and cost planning (Wacker et al. 2006).  

Operational performance (OP): OP represents manufacturers’ operational performance. 

Manufacturers have used diverse measurements for operational performance (Vollmann et al. 

2005). We use five performance-related measurements: order fulfillment, delivery as promised, 

delivery flexibility, and flexibility to change product mix and flexibility to change output volume. 
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5. Model Analysis 
 

Business analytics for manufacturing is increasingly becoming an important practice in 

industry and a research topic in academia. There are two primary resources related to this 

business practice: accurate data and advanced analytics. This research takes a contingent RBT 

perspective on the effect of these resources on operational performance. The proposed approach 

focuses on the moderating and mediating roles of SCM initiatives or programs. Thus, this 

research is exploratory, rather than confirmatory in nature, and focuses on understanding the 

relationships between business analytics-related resources and manufacturing operational 

performance. Partial Least Squares (PLS) is suitable for this type of research (Gefen et al. 2011; 

Hair et al. 2011; Peng et al. 2012). WarpPLS software was used in this model analysis. Below, 

we report evaluation of individual measurements and evaluation of the overall PLS model. 

 
5.1. Measure Evaluation 

For reliability, we assess composite reliability and combined item loading scores. The 

composite reliability coefficients of all constructs (Table 1) are greater than 0.80, indicating 

acceptable reliability (Fornell et al. 1981; Nunnally et al. 1994). Combined loadings for all 

indicators are greater than 0.70 and significant at the level of 0.001 (Table 1).  

  
Table 1. Composite reliability and average variances extracted (AVE) 
Composite 
Reliability 

 
AVE 

   
DA 

 
MPQ 

 
SCI 

 
AA 

 
OP 

0.915  0.783  DA  0.885 0.147 0.000 0.064  0.063

0.910  0.670  MPQ  0.147 0.819 0.339 0.238  0.212

0.819  0.602  SCI  0.000 0.339 0.776 0.252  0.313

0.891  0.731  AA  0.064 0.238 0.252 0.855  0.069

0.903  0.651  OP  0.063 0.212 0.313 0.069  0.807

Note: Square roots of average variances extracted (AVE's) shown on diagonal. 

  
To assess the validity of each construct, we use the square root of the average variance 

extracted (AVE). The AVE values for all constructs are greater than 0.50, indicating convergent 

validity at the construct level. Each indicator’s loading is higher than its cross loadings (Chin 

2010; Hair et al. 2011) (Table 2) and the square root of every AVE is much higher than any 

correlation between the construct and other constructs (Gefen et al. 2000) (Table 1), indicating 

discriminant validity.  
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Table 2. Loadings and cross-loadings 
Item  AA  DA  MPQ  SCI  OP  P value 

AA_1  0.850  0.010  0.004  0.006  ‐0.087  <0.001 

AA_2  0.871  ‐0.014  0.007  0.025  0.028  <0.001 

AA_3  0.843  0.004  ‐0.011  ‐0.032  0.059  <0.001 

DA_1  0.004  0.913  ‐0.001  ‐0.075  ‐0.011  <0.001 

DA_2  ‐0.053  0.934  0.012  ‐0.022  0.003  <0.001 

DA_3  0.058  0.802  ‐0.013  0.112  0.010  <0.001 

MPQ_1  ‐0.039  0.065  0.820  0.009  0.010  <0.001 

MPQ_2  ‐0.024  0.042  0.810  ‐0.027  0.044  <0.001 

MPQ_3  0.055  ‐0.012  0.840  ‐0.078  0.002  <0.001 

MPQ_4  0.036  ‐0.033  0.818  0.026  ‐0.042  <0.001 

MPQ_5  ‐0.031  ‐0.062  0.805  0.073  ‐0.014  <0.001 

SCI_1  ‐0.087  ‐0.035  0.053  0.795  0.072  <0.001 

SCI_2  0.130  0.100  ‐0.068  0.784  ‐0.107  <0.001 

SCI_3  ‐0.044  ‐0.067  0.015  0.747  0.036  <0.001 

OP_1  ‐0.008  ‐0.072  0.034  0.052  0.805  <0.001 

OP_2  0.018  ‐0.077  0.055  0.010  0.785  <0.001 

OP_3  ‐0.021  0.017  ‐0.026  ‐0.048  0.853  <0.001 

OP_4  0.010  0.072  ‐0.039  0.049  0.826  <0.001 

OP_5  0.002  0.059  ‐0.021  ‐0.065  0.761  <0.001 

 
5.2. Evaluation of the PLS-SEM Model 
 
 First, we assess the moderating effect of SCM initiatives between data accuracy (DA) and 

manufacturing planning quality (MPQ). PLS analysis shows that DA is positively associated 

with MPQ and there are moderating effects (β = 0.21 p = 0.01) of fact-based SCM initiatives 

(SCI) such as TQM, JIT, and statistical process control (Figure 2). This confirms the role of SCI 

as a moderator, but the effect size seems small as indicated by relatively low R-squares. After 

this confirmation, we extended our analysis to see if the moderation of SCI is, in fact, “mediated 

moderation”. Mediated moderation takes places when four variables are interacting through 

moderation and mediation in that the interaction effect of an independent variable and a 

moderator on the dependent variable is through a mediator (Bucy et al. 2007; Muller et al. 2005). 

The result indicates the presence of a mediated moderation. That is, the interacting effect of data 

accuracy and SCI initiatives is transmitted to operational performance through manufacturing 

planning quality. 
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 Second, studying the mediating effect requires two separate models. One model is 

designed with only two constructs: advanced analytics (AA) and operational performance (OP). 

The PLS analysis shows that there is a significant relationship (β = 0.12 p = 0.04) between 

advanced analytics and operational performance at the level of 0.05. With this finding, which 

validates the further analysis for mediation, another model is developed with a third construct 

(SCI). The analysis indicates that when SCI is added as a mediator between AA and OP, the 

direct impact of AA on OP becomes non-significant (β = 0.02 p = 0.37) and SCI plays the role of 

mediator between the two constructs. We also tested the mediating impact of SCI using the Sobel 

test and through the estimation of indirect effects (Kock 2013). The outcomes confirm the 

mediating role of SCI. 

 Figure 2 shows the complete PLS model and its results. Table 3 presents the results of 

testing three hypotheses. In summary, data accuracy increases manufacturing planning quality, 

which subsequently improves manufacturing operational performance. There is no direct 

relationship between data accuracy and operational performance. Additionally, the positive 

impact of data accuracy on planning quality is greater when resources such as SCM initiatives 

are invested. Advanced analytics makes a positive contribution to operational performance. But 

its impact is indirect, through SCM initiatives as a mediator. 

 
 

 
Figure 2. The Complete Results 
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Table 3. The Results of Testing Hypotheses 
Hypothesis 1: Data accuracy improves manufacturing planning quality, which is 
positively related to operational performance.  
 
Hypothesis 2: SCM initiatives moderate the impact of data accuracy on 
manufacturing planning quality. 
 
Hypothesis 3: The positive effect of advanced analytics on operational performance 
is mediated through SCM initiatives. 

Supported
 
 
Supported
 
 
Supported

 
 We continued our analysis using a multi-group analysis. For this, we divided the data into 

subsamples depending company size. Our multi-group analysis focused on three subsamples—(1) 

small firm size, (2) medium firm size and (3) large firm size. The sample sizes are 115, 206, and 

212 respectively (see Appendix A). Our analysis produced a t-statistic and p values using the 

sample sizes, coefficients of the relationships, and standard errors (see Table 4). The results of t-

statistics and p values indicate that there is no statistical significance of difference in these three 

groups.  

 

 

Table 4. The Results of A Multi-group Analysis Depending on Firm Size 

Relationships 
Small vs. Medium Size  Small vs. Large Size  Medium vs. Large Size 

t‐statistic  p  t‐statistic  p  t‐statistic p 

AA‐OP  0.277  0.782 1.002 0.317 1.419 0.157 

AA‐SCI  0.070  0.944 0.062 0.951 0.010 0.992 

DA‐MPQ  0.886  0.376 0.803 0.422 0.227 0.821 

SCI‐OP  0.645  0.519 0.058 0.954 0.688 0.492 

MPQ‐OP  1.591  0.113 1.756 0.080 0.827 0.409 

SCI*DA  0.976  0.330 0.301 0.763 1.031 0.303 

 

 

Next, we extended our analysis into exploring the existence of other possible 

moderated or mediated relationships among the constructs through SCM initiatives. We 

specifically looked at the significance of the following moderated and mediated 

relationships in our analysis: 
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#1: SCM initiatives (SCI) moderate the impact of data accuracy (DA) on operational 

performance (OP). 

#2: SCM initiatives moderate the impact of advanced analytics (AA) on operational 

performance. 

#3: SCM initiatives moderate the impact of advanced analytics on manufacturing 

planning quality. 

#4: The effect of advanced analytics on manufacturing planning quality (MPQ) is 

mediated through SCM initiatives. 

#5: The effect of data accuracy on operational performance is mediated through SCM 

initiatives. 

#6: The effect of data accuracy on manufacturing planning quality is mediated through 

SCM initiatives. 

 

To test these relationships, we expanded the original research model by including 6 

additional relationships. The full dataset (533 samples) was used in this analysis. The results of 

testing this expanded model show that only the mediating role of SCM initiatives in the impact 

of advanced analytics on manufacturing planning quality (#4) is found to be statistically 

significant. AA is positively associated with MPQ (β = 0.24 p < 0.01). When SCI is added as a 

mediator, the relationship between AA and MPQ becomes weaker (β = 0.13 p < 0.01), while the 

relationships (AA  SCI and SCI  MPQ) are found to be statistically significant. On the other 

hand, none of the other relationships (#1, #2, #3, #5, and #6) were found to be statistically 

significant. 

 
6. Discussion and Implications 
 

There is an increasing interest in the extensive use of data and analytical techniques and 

tools for business, broadly known as business analytics. Recent studies have suggested the 

business value of data and analytics for manufacturing (Davenport et al. 2011; O'Dwyer et al. 

2011; Oliva et al. 2011; Trkman et al. 2010). Our research supports that accurate manufacturing 

data and advanced analytics could be valuable resources for creating business value, specifically 

improving manufacturers’ operational performance.  
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First, data is considered important for business (Redman 1995) and a key building block 

of business analytics for manufacturing. Quality data is also an indicator of firms’ analytical 

maturity (Popovic et al. 2012). This study finds that accurate manufacturing data can increase the 

quality of manufacturing planning. This confirms findings of previous studies that manufacturing 

data and their quality are important for SCM (Chae et al. 2013; Huner et al. 2011), and planning 

quality positively contributes to operational performance (De Snoo et al. 2011; Vollmann et al. 

2005). In addition, our findings shed light on the moderating role of SCM initiatives. When 

manufacturers combine accurate data with complementary resources, such as TQM, JIT, and 

statistical process control, they are able to enhance the business value of accurate data for 

manufacturing planning quality. Our extended analysis also indicates there is mediated 

moderation. That is, for the manufacturers with high SCM initiatives, data accuracy leads to 

increased manufacturing planning quality, which subsequently improves operational 

performance. 

Second, in recent years the use of advanced analytics has been echoed in academic 

literature and industry press. Previous studies suggest that firms can create business value from 

the adoption of advanced analytics (Brynjolfsson et al. 2011; Davenport et al. 2010). Some have 

found that there is a direct positive relationship between advanced analytics and operational 

performance. For example, the use of analytics for SCM processes such as plan, source, make, 

and delivery, was found to be positively associated with operational performance (Trkman et al. 

2010). However, our finding indicates there could also be an indirect relationship between 

analytics and organizational performance. Specifically, the positive impact of advanced analytics 

on operational performance is fully mediated through the adoption of fact-based SCM initiatives. 

When SCM initiatives (SCI) were included in the PLS model, the relationship between advanced 

analytics (AA) and operational performance (OP) dropped to almost zero. This explains how and 

why advanced analytics positively impacts operational performance. The use of advanced 

analytics as the primary way of determining manufacturing data is likely to increase the adoption 

of fact-based or analytical SCM programs (e.g., JIT, statistical process control). In turn, these 

practices make a positive impact on operational performance (Kannan et al. 2005; 

Rungtusanatham 2001).  

According to multi-group analysis, which was reported earlier in Section 5, there are no 

statistically significant differences in the path coefficients regardless of firm size. In addition, our 
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extended analysis of testing additional moderated and mediated relationships through SCM 

initiatives (SCI) shows that SCI carries the mediating role between advanced analytics (AA) and 

manufacturing planning quality (MPQ). This suggests that the use of advanced analytics 

positively contributes to the planning quality and its impact is partially transmitted through SCM 

initiatives.  

The findings from this research can be useful for practice and research as the volume of 

manufacturing-related data and the power of analytical tools are growing at a high speed. For 

practice, our research findings imply that BA projects for manufacturing must consider the 

investment, not only in primary resources such as data (and data quality) and advanced analytics 

(e.g., mathematical optimization techniques), but also in complementary resources, specifically, 

analytical performance management programs. These programs need to be combined with 

quality data and advanced analytical capabilities in an integrated way. Without those 

complementary resources, the promises of such primary resources as quality data and advanced 

analytics would not be realized.  

For research, in investigating the impact of business analytics most studies have expected 

the direct impact of data and analytical capabilities on operational and/or financial performance. 

Our research findings reveal the possibility of complementary resources to play a mediating role, 

thereby suggesting that the indirect, rather than direct, relationship is a more likely explanation 

as to the impact of business analytics on manufacturers’ operational performance. Ignoring 

important mediators such as SCM initiatives could lead to a potentially misleading conclusion 

that the use of advanced analytics alone creates business value and improves operational 

performance. This further suggests the need of a contingent perspective for studying the value of 

business analytics, specifically, for manufacturing (and SCM).  

Finally, that there is the moderating effect of complementary resources in the impact of 

accurate data on manufacturing planning quality seems to indicate that it would be possible for 

manufacturers to consider configuration strategies. For example, the investment in data and IT 

infrastructure for quality data alone would be an efficient business decision for manufacturers in 

stable business environments. In contrast, those in dynamic environments would choose to 

deploy fact-based SCM initiatives along with the investment for accurate data. This further 

demands the use of contingency (or configuration) theory (El Sawy et al. 2010; Fiss 2007) in 

studying the value of business analytics. 
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7. Conclusion 

 
As there is a growing interest in the deployment of business analytics (BA) for 

manufacturing, it is imperative for firms to understand business values of such investment and 

for prescribing ways to extract benefits of BA in practice. This study has attempted to address 

these issues by investigating the impact of two primary BA resources: accurate data and 

advanced analytics. The research adopted a contingent resource based theory (RBT), suggesting 

the moderating and mediating role of fact-based SCM initiatives as complementary resources. 

This research design was tested using Global Manufacturing Research Group (GMRG) survey 

data and PLS-SEM methods.  

 The research findings could shed light on the critical role of SCM initiatives as 

complementary resources, which moderate the impact of data accuracy on manufacturing 

planning quality and mediate the impact of advanced analytics on operational performance. This 

indicates that the impact of business analytics for manufacturing is contingent on contexts, 

specifically, the use of fact-based SCM programs such as TQM, JIT, and statistical process 

control. These findings imply that, in order for manufacturers to take advantage of the use of data 

and analytics for better operational performance, complementary resources, such as fact-based 

SCM initiatives, must be combined with BA initiatives focusing on data quality and analytics. 

This suggests that future research on BA impact and benefits could further benefit from 

contingency (or configuration) theory.  

In this regard, future studies could benefit from case research in gaining greater 

understanding of technological and organizational contexts (or contingencies) where business 

analytics are deployed to improve operational performance. Our research model did not include a 

control variable(s). Future research could consider such contexts as environmental uncertainty 

and supply chain complexity as control variables. The present study has used the GRMG survey 

data to explore a relatively new topic, business analytics for manufacturing operation. We 

believe it will be a fruitful endeavor to extend this line of research using a first-hand dataset, 

entirely designed for this increasingly important subject in business. 
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Appendix A: Distribution of industries and firm size  
(a) Firm size  

Size Frequency Percentage 

(1) <= 50 employees 115 21.6%

(2)  51 – 250 employees 206 38.6%

(3)  >= 251 employees 212 39.7%

Total 533 100.0%

 

(b) Industry  

Industry Freq. Percent Industry Freq. Percent 
Food And Kindred Products 29 5.4% Rubber And Miscellaneous 

Plastics Products 
19 3.6% 

Textile Mill Products 16 3.0% Primary Metal Industries 5 0.9% 

Apparel and Other finished 
Products 

9 1.7% Fabricated Metal Products 60 11.3% 

Leather And Leather Products 5 0.9% Industrial And Commercial 
Machinery 

70 13.1% 

Lumber And Wood Products, 
Except Furniture 

7 1.3% Electronic And Other 
Electrical Equipment

116 21.8% 

Paper And Allied Products 15 2.8% Measuring, Analyzing, And 
Controlling Instruments 

12 2.3% 

Printing, Publishing, And Allied 
Industries 

5 0.9% Manufacture of motor 
vehicles, trailers and semi-
trailers 

7 1.3% 

Petroleum Refining And Related 
Industries 

3 0.6% Manufacture of other transport 
equipment 

6 1.1% 

Chemical and allied products 14 2.6% Furniture And Fixtures 13 2.4% 

Miscellaneous Manufacturing 
Industries 

27 5.1% Stone, Clay, Glass, And 
Concrete Products 

11 2.1% 

Not Reported 84 15.8% Total 533 100.0% 
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Appendix B: Detailed information on constructs 
Construct: DA (Data Accuracy) Mean S.D 
1) How accurate are the plant’s inventory records? 
2) How accurate are the plant’s bills of material? 
3) How accurate are routings? 

0.809 
0.810 
0.697 

0.317 
0.323 
0.398 

 
Construct: AA (Advanced Analytics) Mean S.D 
1) What is the primary way of determining manufacturing batch sizes? 
2) What is the primary way of determining lead times and routings 
3) What is the primary way of determining safety stocks and safety lead times? 
1: experience / 2: Statistical methods / 3:Mathematical optimization   

1.747 
1.726 
1.741 
 

0.767 
0.751 
0.744 
 

 
Construct: SCI (SCM Initiatives) Mean S.D 
1) Extent of invested resources in TQM 
2) Extent of invested resources in Statistical Process Control 
3) Extent of invested resources in JIT 
1: not at all – 7: to a great extent   

4.595 
3.835 
3.938 
 

1.689 
1.805 
1.776 

 
Construct: MPQ (Manufacturing Planning Quality) Mean S.D 
To what extent are you satisfied with your current: 
1) Material Planning 
2) Inventory Control 
3) Labor Planning 
4) Shop Floor Control 
5) Cost Planning 
1: very dissatisfied – 7: very satisfied   

 
4.678 
4.784 
4.296 
4.495 
4.670 
 

 
1.517 
1.539 
1.527 
1.508 
1.516 
 

 
Construct: OP (Operational performance) Mean S.D 
Compare the performance with your major competitors 
1) Order Fulfillment  
2) Delivery As Promised  
3) Delivery Flexibility 
4) Flexibility to Change Output Volume  
5) Flexibility to Change Product Mix 
1: far worse – 7: far better    

 
5.268 
5.253 
5.356 
5.120 
5.094 
 

 
1.221 
1.180 
1.147 
1.208 
1.252 
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